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We present a multidisciplinary solution to the problems of anonymous microaggregation and
clustering, illustrated with two applications, namely privacy protection in databases, and
private retrieval of location-based information. Our solution is perturbative, is based on the
same privacy criterion used in microdata k-anonymization, and provides anonymity through a
substantial modification of the Lloyd algorithm, a celebrated quantization design algorithm,
endowed with numerical optimization techniques.
Our algorithm is particularly suited to the important problem of k-anonymous microaggrega-
tion of databases, with a small integer k representing the number of individual respondents
indistinguishable from each other in the published database. Our algorithm also exhibits
excellent performance in the problem of clustering or macroaggregation, where k may take on
arbitrarily large values. We illustrate its applicability in this second, somewhat less common
case, by means of an example of location-based services. Specifically, location-aware devices
entrust a third party with accurate location information. This party then uses our algorithm to
create distortion-optimized, size-constrained clusters, where k nearby devices share a common
centroid location, which may be regarded as a distorted version of the original one. The
centroid location is sent back to the devices, which use it when contacting untrusted location-
based information providers, in lieu of the exact home location, to enforce k-anonymity.
We compare the performance of our novel algorithm to the state-of-the-art microaggregation
algorithm MDAV, on both synthetic and standardized real data, which encompass the cases of
small and large values of k. The most promising aspect of our proposed algorithm is its
capability to maintain the same k-anonymity constraint, while outperforming MDAV by a
significant reduction in data distortion, in all the cases considered.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The right to privacywas recognized as early as 1948 by the United Nations in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article
12. With the shifting of the Internet connectivity paradigm towards almost every object of everyday life, privacy will undeniably
become as crucial as ever. We motivate the importance of privacy protection with two distinct applications in the growing
technological fields of statistical disclosure control (SDC) and location-based services (LBSs), respectively, in this section. The next
section will offer a more technical review in the context of the state of the art.
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1.1. Statistical disclosure control

A microdata set is a database table whose records carry information concerning individual respondents, either people or
companies. This set commonly contains key attributes or quasi-identifiers, namely attributes that, in combination, may be linked
with external information to reidentify the respondents to whom the records in the microdata set refer. Examples include job,
address, age, gender, height andweight. Additionally, the data set contains confidential attributeswith sensitive information on the
respondent, such as salary, religion, political affiliation or health condition. The classification of attributes as key or confidential
may ultimately rely on the specific application and the privacy requirements the microdata set is intended for.

Intuitively, perturbation of the key attributes enables us to preserve privacy to a certain extent, at the cost of losing some of the
data utility with respect to the unperturbed version. k-Anonymity is the requirement that each tuple of key attribute values be
shared by at least k records in the data set, typically for a small integer k. This may be achieved through the microaggregation
approach illustrated by the example depicted in Fig. 1, where height and weight are regarded as key attributes, and the blood
concentration of cholesterol as a confidential attribute. Rather thanmaking the original table available, we publish a k-anonymous
quantized version containing aggregated records, in the sense that all key attribute values within each group are replaced by a
common representative tuple. Despite the fact that k-anonymity as ameasure of privacy is not without shortcomings, its simplicity
make it a widely popular criterion in the SDC literature.

1.2. Privacy in location-based services

The opening up of enormous business opportunities for location-based services (LBSs) is the result of recent advances in wireless
communications and positioning technologies. Naturally, some of the data exchanged refers to private user information, such as user
location and preferences, and should be carefully managed. In this spirit, we consider a particular application of location-based
Internet access, which will serve as motivation for an architecture of private information retrieval, where k-anonymity is attained by
means of clustering of user coordinates, for a large integer k.

More precisely, as depicted in Fig. 2, consider Internet-enabled devices equipped with any sort of location tracking technology,
frequently operative near a fixed reference location, for example a home computer, or a cell phone that is most commonly used from
the same workplace. Suppose that such devices access the Internet to contact information providers, occasionally to inquire about
location-based information that does not require perfectly accurate coordinates, sayweather reports, traffic congestion, or local news
and events. Even if authentication to the information providers were carried out with pseudonyms or authorization credentials,
accurate location information could be exploitedby theproviders to infer user identities, possiblywith thehelp of an address directory

Fig. 1. k-Anonymous quantization, that is, aggregation of key attribute values to attain k-anonymity.
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Fig. 2. Internet-enabled devices retrieving information related to a fixed reference location where they commonly operate.
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such as the yellow pages. Analyzing both location-based and location-independent queries coming from these devices, information
providers could profile users according to their queries, in terms of both activity and content, thereby compromising their privacy.

At this point wewould like to describe a possiblemechanism to counter this, at a functional level, solely tomotivate ourwork. A
trusted third party (TTP) collects accurate location information corresponding to the home location of these devices, possibly
already publicly available in address directories. This party performs k-anonymity clustering of locations, that is, group locations
minimizing the distortion with respect to centroid locations common to k nearby devices. Intuitively, while the same measure of
privacy may be applied to all devices, devices with a home location in more densely populated areas should belong to smaller
clusters and enjoy a smaller location distortion. The devices trust this intermediary party to send them back the appropriate
centroid, which they simply use in lieu of their exact home location, and together with their pseudonym, in order to access LBS
providers, as often as needed. Ideally, the TTP would carry out all the computational work required to cluster locations while
minimizing the distortion, in a reasonably dynamic way that should enable devices to sign up for and cancel this anonymization
service based on the perturbation of their home locations.

1.3. Contribution

In this work, we develop a multidisciplinary solution to the important problems of k-anonymous microaggregation and
clustering, each illustrated with an application: respectively, privacy protection in databases and private retrieval of location-
based information.

Our main contribution is two variations of a k-anonymous aggregation algorithm, one of which is particularly suited to the
important problem of k-anonymous microaggregation of databases, with a small integer k representing the number of individual
respondents indistinguishable from each other in the published database. Our algorithm in its second variation also exhibits
excellent performance in the problem of clustering or macroaggregation, where kmay take on arbitrarily large values.1 This newly
developed algorithm is a substantial modification of the Lloyd algorithm [2,3], a celebrated quantization design algorithm,
endowed with a numerical method to solve nonlinear systems of equations based on the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm [4].

The most promising aspect of this algorithm is undoubtedly its performance in terms of the trade-off between privacy and data
utility, inherent in any data perturbative method for privacy protection. Precisely, while maintaining the same k-anonymity
constraints, our algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art microaggregation MDAV by a significant reduction in distortion.
Experiments show a typical distortion reduction, with respect to MDAV, of approximately 20% and 15% for clustering of uniform
and Gaussian data, respectively, and 27% and 15% for microaggregation of uniform and Gaussian data, respectively. When applied
to real, standardized microdata sets, our algorithm is still capable of reducing the distortion introduced by MDAV by a noticeable
margin, of up to 14% in some cases, at no anonymity cost whatsoever.

Under a more general perspective, the algorithm presented here is a distortion-optimized, probability-constrained quantizer
design method, applicable to a wide range of engineering problems, among which the most widely known match, within the
privacy literature, would be microdata anonymization. Indeed, we choose microaggregation as the main motivating example, and
consequently one of the experimental cases analyzed. Less common in the privacy literature is the problem of k-anonymous
clustering for large k, which we attempt to illustrate here with a simple architecture for k-anonymous retrieval of location-based
information. Essentially, we consider location-aware devices, commonly operative near a fixed reference location. We then regard
accurate, fixed location data as a quasi-identifier, and rescue and merge the principles behind pseudonymization, location
anonymization and the privacy criterion used in microdata k-anonymization. Precisely, accurate location information is collected
by a trusted third party to create distortion-optimized, size-constrained clusters, where k nearby devices share a common centroid
location. This centroid location is sent back to the devices, which use it as a location quasi-pseudonym whenever they need to
contact location-based information providers, in lieu of the exact home location, in order to enforce k-anonymity. Even though our
actual contribution is the proposed algorithm, we believe the second application example described is an interesting complement,
for it hints at the possibility of its applicability well beyond SDC with small k.

1.4. Contents

This paper is organized as follows. Sections. 2.1 and 2.2 summarize the state of the art on SDC and privacy in LBSs, respectively,
and Section 2.3 reviews the fundamentals of quantizer design. Section 3 describes our main contribution. It formally states the
general problem of k-anonymous aggregation as a quantizer design problem, and develops a novel modification of the Lloyd
algorithm for distortion-optimized, size-constrained clustering, suitable for bothmicroaggregation and clustering. An architecture
for k-anonymous retrieval of location-based information is proposed in Section 4, merely as an example of anonymous clustering,
one of the possible applications of our algorithm, along with considerations of privacy attacks and connections with the literature
on pseudonymization and microaggregation. Examples and empirical results are reported in Section 5 for various scenarios and
statistics. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6. Finally, the rationale behind part of the heuristics involved in our algorithm is
detailed in Appendix A.

1 Microaggregation commonly deals with values of k ranging from 2 to 100, and clustering could be very well defined on the basis of any value beyond that
range. However, the distinction between small and large k will be made clear during our description of the two variations of the algorithm and the experimental
results. Suffice it to say that our two variations of the algorithm cover any possible range of k.
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2. Background and state of the art

This section gives first a rough overview of the state of the art on the two motivating applications of our contribution, namely
SDC and privacy in LBSs. Secondly, it offers a few mathematical preliminaries and a brief summary of the fundamentals of
traditional quantizer design, in preparation for the formulation of our own work.

2.1. State of the art on statistical disclosure control

We now proceed to sketch a brief overview of the well-established field of SDC, motivated in the introductory Section 1.1.
Although we shall focus on the application of k-anonymous microaggregation to databases, it is convenient, from this point on, to
bear in mind that the principles of microaggregation extend to location data in LBSs. In any case, this extensionwill be emphasized
over the next subsection.

Recall from Section 1.1 that quasi-identifiers are data tuples that could be used to identify individual respondents, possibly with
the help of external information. Microaggregation attains k-anonymity by selecting groups of at least k quasi-identifiers, and then
replacing them with a common representative value for each group. The ultimate goal of microaggregation algorithms is to find,
among all possible k-anonymous aggregations, that with maximum data utility; in other words, that introducing the minimum
data distortion, according to some predefined distortion measure, commonly averaged squared errors. We also mentioned in the
introduction that the concept of k-anonymity, originally proposed by the SDC community [5,6], is a widely popular privacy
criterion, partly due to its mathematical tractability. More formally, k-anonymity is best understood as a key component of a
privacy model addressing the problem of reidentification by linking [7]. In essence, a privacy attacker has access to two datasets: one
linking identities with quasi-identifiers, and another linking quasi-identifiers to confidential attributes. SDC contemplates the
aggregation of the quasi-identifiers in the former dataset to hinder attackers in their efforts to establish a link between identities
and confidential attributes. The original formulation of k-anonymity as a privacy criterion, based on generalization and recording
of key attributes, was modified into the microaggregation-based approach already commented on, and illustrated in Fig. 1, in
Refs. [8–11]. Both approachesmay be regarded as special cases of a generalization utilizing an abstract distortionmeasure between
the unperturbed and the perturbed data, possibly in rather different alphabets.

Distortion-optimal multivariate microaggregation was proved to be NP-hard [12], and its combinatorial complexity, even with
a small number of samples, precludes brute-force search.2 A number of heuristic methods have been proposed, which can be
categorized into fixed-size and variable-size methods, according to whether all groups but one have exactly k elements with
common perturbed quasi-identifiers. The maximum distance (MD) algorithm [9] and its less computationally demanding
variation, the maximum distance to average vector (MDAV) algorithm [10,13–15], are fixed-size algorithms that perform
particularly well in terms of the distortion they introduce, for many data distributions. Popular variable-size algorithms include
the μ-Approx algorithm [11], the minimum spanning tree (MST) algorithm [16], the variable MDAV (VMDAV) algorithm [17] and
the two fixed reference points (TFRP) algorithm [18]. Efforts to circumvent the complexity of multivariate microaggregation
exploit projections onto one dimension but are reported to yield a much higher disclosure risk [19].

Unfortunately, while k-anonymity prevents identity disclosure, it may fail to protect against attribute disclosure. Precisely, the
definition of this privacy criterion establishes that complete reidentification is unfeasible within a group of records sharing the
same tuple of perturbed key attribute values. However, if the records in the group also share a common value of a confidential
attribute, the association between an individual linkable to the group of perturbed key attributes and the corresponding
confidential attribute remains disclosed. More generally, the main issue with k-anonymity as a privacy criterion is its vulnerability
against the exploitation of the difference between the prior distribution of confidential data in the entire population, and the
posterior conditional distribution of a group given the observed, perturbed key attributes. For example, imagine that the
proportion of respondents with high cholesterol is much higher than that in the overall data set. This is known as a skewness attack.

This vulnerability motivated the proposal of enhanced privacy criteria, some of which we proceed to sketch, along with
algorithmmodifications. A restriction of k-anonymity called p-sensitive k-anonymity was presented in Refs. [20,21]. In addition to
the k-anonymity requirement, it is required that there be at least p different values for each confidential attribute within the group
of records sharing the same tuple of perturbed key attribute values. Clearly, large values of p may lead to huge data utility loss. A
slight generalization called l-diversity [22,23] was defined with the same purpose of enhancing k-anonymity. The difference with
respect to p-sensitivity is that group of records must contain at least l “well-represented” values for each confidential attribute.
Depending on the definition of well-represented, l-diversity can reduce to p-sensitive k-anonymity or be more restrictive. We
would like to stress that neither of these enhancements succeeds in completely removing the vulnerability of k-anonymity against
skewness attacks. Furthermore, both are still susceptible to similarity attacks, in the sense that while confidential attribute values
within might be p-sensitive or l-diverse, they might also very well be semantically similar, for example similar diseases or salaries.

A privacy criterion aimed at overcoming similarity and skewness attacks is t-closeness [24]. A perturbed microdata set satisfies
t-closeness if for each group sharing a common tuple of perturbed key attribute values, the distance between the posterior
distribution of the confidential attributes in the group and the prior distribution of the overall population does not exceed a
threshold t. As argued in Ref. [25], to the extent to which the within-group distribution of confidential attributes resembles the
distribution of those attributes for the entire dataset, skewness attacks will be thwarted. In addition, since the within-group

2 There exist
n!

k!n=k
ways of clustering n samples into cells of k samples each, assuming k divides n. For example, n=100, k=2 yields 8.3 ⋅10142 possible

microaggregations.
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distribution of confidential attributes mimics the distribution of those attributes over the entire dataset, no semantic similarity can
occur within a group that does not occur in the entire dataset.

The main limitation of the original t-closeness work [24] is that no computational procedure to reach t-closeness was specified.
An information–theoretic privacy criterion, inspired by t-closeness, was proposed in Refs. [26,27]. In the latter work, privacy risk is
defined as the conditional Kullback–Leibler divergence between the posterior and the prior distributions. This criterion is also
tightly related to the concept of equivocation introduced by Shannon in 1949 [28], namely the conditional entropy of a private
message given an observed cryptogram. Conceptually, the privacy risk defined may be regarded as an averaged version of the
t-closeness requirement, over all aggregated groups. The main advantage of this information–theoretic privacy criterion is that it
leads to a mathematical formulation of the privacy–utility trade-off that generalizes a well-known, extensively studied
information-theoretic problem with half a century of maturity. Namely, the problem of lossy compression of source data with a
distortion criterion, first proposed by Shannon in 1959 [29]. It is important to notice as well that the criterion for privacy risk in
Refs. [26,27], in spite of its convenient mathematical tractability, as any criterion based on averages, may not be adequate in all
applications [30]. A less technical, fairly conceptual discussion of this measure of privacy risk for SDC based on the Kullback–Leibler
divergence appears in Ref. [31]. A related criterion was used in the context of optimal query forgery strategies for PIR in Ref. [32].

In conclusion, wewould like to emphasize that despite the shortcomings of k-anonymity and its enhancements as ameasure of
privacy, it is still a widely popular criterion for SDC, mainly because of its simplicity and its theoretical interest. More generally, we
acknowledge that the formulation of any privacy–utility problem relies on the appropriateness of the criteria optimized, which in
turn depends on the specific application, on the statistics of the data, on the degree of data utility we are willing to compromise,
and last but not least, on the adversarial model and the mechanisms against privacy contemplated. No privacy criterion, including
k-anonymity in its numerous varieties, is the be-all and end-all of database anonymization [33].

2.2. State of the art on privacy in location-based services

Because our contribution is essentially a novel algorithm for k-anonymous microaggregation and clustering, along with an
illustration of applicability to both SDC and LBSs, the remainder of our literature review, which shall contemplate privacy in LBSs,
must be necessarily regarded merely as a partial, quick glance at the subject. The simplest form of interaction between a user and
an LBS provider involves a direct message from the former to the latter including a query and the location to which the query
refers. An example would be the query “Where is the nearest bank from my home address?”, accompanied by the geographic
coordinates or simply the address of the user's residence. Under the assumption that the communication system used allows the
LBS provider to recognize the user ID, there exists a patent privacy risk. Namely, the provider could profile users according to their
locations, the contents of their queries and their activity.

An intuitive solution that would preserve user privacy in terms of both queries and locations is the mediation of a TTP in the
location-based information transaction, as depicted in Fig. 3. The TTP may simply act as an anonymizer, in the sense that the
provider cannot know the user ID, but merely the identity IDTTP of the TTP itself inherent in the communication. Alternatively, the
TTP may act as a pseudonymizer by supplying a pseudonym ID′ to the provider, but only the TTP knows the correspondence
between the pseudonym ID′ and the actual user ID. A convenient twist to this approach is the use of digital credentials [34–36]
granted by a TTP, namely digital content proving that a user has sufficient privileges to carry out a particular transaction without
completely revealing their identity. The main advantage is that this TTP would need not be online at the time of service access to
allow users to access a service with a certain degree of anonymity.

Unfortunately, this approach does not prevent the LBS from attempting to infer the real identity of a user by linking their
location to, say, a public address directory, for instance by using restricted space identification (RSI) or observation identification (OI)
attacks [37]. In addition, TTP-based solutions require that users shift their trust from the LBS provider to another party, possibly
capable of collecting queries for diverse services, which unfortunately might facilitate user profiling through crossreferencing
inferences. Finally, traffic bottlenecks are a potential issue with TTP solutions, and TTPs may represent a severe infrastructure
requirement in certain ad hoc networks.

We shall see that the main TTP-free alternatives rely on perturbation of the location information, user collaboration and user-
provider collaboration. The principle behind TTP-free perturbative methods for privacy in LBSs is represented in Fig. 4. Essentially,
users may contact an untrusted LBS provider directly, perturbing their location information in order to hinder providers in their
efforts to compromise user privacy in terms of location, although clearly not in terms of query contents and activity. This approach,
sometimes referred to as obfuscation, presents the inherent trade-off between data utility and privacy common to any
perturbative privacy method. A wide variety of fairly sophisticated perturbation methods for LBSs has been proposed [38–42].

ID, Query, 
Location

IDTTP, Query, 
Location

Reply

TTP

Reply

LBS ProviderUser

Fig. 3. Anonymous access to an LBS provider through a TTP.
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There exist TTP-free methods relying on the collaboration between multiple users to achieve group anonymity. Many
collaborative methods [43–45], strive to guarantee k-anonymity regarding both query contents and location, in the sense of the
term defined in Sections 1.1 and 2.1, by means of constructing spatial cloaking regions, or encrypted computation of average
positions.

Returning to privacy mechanisms specifically aimed at LBSs, a third class of TTP-free methods such as Ref. [46] builds upon
cryptographic techniques for private information retrieval (PIR) [47], which may be regarded as a form of untrusted collaboration
between users and providers. Recall that PIR enables a user to privately retrieve the contents of a database, indexed by a memory
address sent by the user, in the sense that it is not feasible for the database provider to ascertain which of the entries was retrieved
[47]. Unfortunately, PIR methods require the provider's cooperation in the privacy protocol, are limited to a certain extent to
query-response functions in the form of a finite lookup table of precomputed answers, and are burdened with a significant
computational overhead.

An approach to preserve user privacy to a certain extent, at the cost of traffic and processing overhead, which does not require
that the user trust the information provider or the network, consists in accompanying original queries with bogus queries. Query
forgery is a simple form of PIR, in the most general sense of the term, usually motivated in the context of privacy in search engines
but applicable to LBS as a particularization. Building on this simple principle, several PIR protocols, mainly heuristic, have been
proposed and implemented, with various degrees of sophistication [48–50]. An illustrative example for LBSs is Ref. [51]. An
information–theoretic formulation of optimal forgery strategies is introduced in Ref. [32]. Simple, heuristic implementations in the
form of add-ons for popular browsers have begun to appear recently [52,53]. In addition to legal implications, there are a number
of technical considerations regarding bogus traffic generation for privacy [54].

Not surprisingly, a number of proposals for privacy in LBSs combine several of the elements appearing in all of the solutions above.
Hybrid solutions more relevant to this work build upon the idea of location anonymizers, that is, TTPs implementing location
perturbative methods [55], with the aim of hindering RSI and OI attacks, in addition to hiding the identity of the user. A sophisticated
example of SDC clustering techniques applied to LBS databases containing trajectory information is Ref. [56], where the k-anonymity
criterion is broadened to exploit the imprecision inherent in positioning systems. Many others are based on the k-anonymity and
cloaking privacy criteria [37,57,44,58–60]. In fact, the application example of macroaggregation for private LBSs in this work falls into
this category. We would like to remark that, unlike some of these architectures, the location anonymizer in our application example
receives fixed reference locations once, clusters them using a k-anonymous algorithm in an optimized fashion that strives to
minimize the distortion with respect to a shared centroid value for each cluster, informs the users of their centroid, and lets users
contact the LBS provider directly from then on, as often as needed, using that centroid.

Finally, we would like to briefly comment on some recent, rather sophisticated distributed protocols for privacy in LBSs, which
also combine some of the ideas presented. While they do not assume that users necessarily trust each other, they do require
certain trust relationships between architectural entities, or provide cloaking regions rather than exact positions to the LBS
provider. The first example [61] envisions an architecture where two entities have access to user identities and location
information separately. Accordingly, it is assumed that no information that could compromise location anonymity is exchanged
between those two entities, for instance through auditing of a trusted mediator. An even more recent example [62] enables users
to achieve location k-anonymity via a distributed, homomorphic cryptographic protocol. The protocol in Refs. [63,64] is presented
as a solution to the problem of private retrieval of location-based information, but it is directly applicable to PIR in themost general
sense of the term. In essence, it combines the techniques of query forgery and exchange in a collaborative network of users that do
not trust each other, nor require a TTP or location anonymizer.

2.3. Mathematical preliminaries and background on traditional quantization

Throughout the paper, the measurable space in which a random variable (r.v.) takes on values will be called an alphabet. The
cardinality of a setX is denoted by |X|. We shall follow the convention of using uppercase letters for r.v.'s, and lowercase letters for
particular values they take on. Probability density functions (PDF) and probability mass functions PMF) are denoted by p and
subindexed by the corresponding r.v. The expectation operator is denoted by E. Expectation canmodel the special case of averages
over a finite set of data points {x1,…, xn}, simply by defining an r.v. X uniformly distributed over this set, so that, for instance,
EX = 1

n∑n
i = 1 xi.

A quantizer is a function that partitions a range of values x of a r.v. X, commonly continuous, approximating each resulting cell
by a value x̂ of a discrete r.v. X̂. The quantizer map x̂ xð Þmay be broken down into two steps. First, an assignment of source data X to

ID, Query

Perturbed Location

Reply LBS ProviderUser

Location

Perturbation

Fig. 4. Users may contact an untrusted LBS provider directly, perturbing their location information to help protect their privacy.
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a quantization index Q, usually natural numbers, by means of a clustering function q(x), and secondly, a reconstruction function x̂ qð Þ
mapping the indexQ into a value X̂ that approximates the original data, so that x̂ xð Þ = x̂ q xð Þð Þ. Both x̂ xð Þ and q(x) are often referred
to as quantizer. A general k-anonymous aggregation function is depicted in Fig. 5 in terms of the formulation just described, along
with an example where the r.v. X takes on values in ℝ2. Depending on the field of application, the terms clustering or (micro)
aggregation are used in lieu of quantizer, and cluster in lieu of cell, even though they have essentially equivalent meanings. Often, a
distinction is made between clustering and microaggregation, to emphasize the large and small size of the resulting cells,
respectively.

In the context of source coding, quantizers are required due to the need to represent the data in a countable alphabet, such as
the set of finite bit strings, suitable for storage and transmission in computer systems. We reflect this requirement mathematically
by assuming that Q is a finite-alphabet r.v. The size of this alphabet, that is, the number of quantization cells, is usually given as an
application requirement. Clearly, quantization comes at the price of introducing a certain amount of distortion between the
original data X and its reconstructed version X̂. In mathematical terms, we define a nonnegative function d x; x̂ð Þ called distortion
measure, and consider the expected distortionD = Ed X; X̂

� �
. A common measure of distortion is the mean squared error (MSE),

that is, D = E∥X−X̂∥2, popular due to its mathematical tractability.
Optimal quantizers are those of minimumdistortion for a given number of possible indices. It is well known [65,66] that optimal

quantizers must satisfy the following conditions:

• Nearest-neighbor condition. Given a reconstruction function x̂ qð Þ, the optimal quantizer q*(x) is given by

q� xð Þ =argmin d x; x̂ qð Þð Þ
q

ð1Þ

that is, each value x of the data is assigned to the index corresponding to the nearest reconstruction value.
• Centroid condition. In the special case when MSE is used as a distortion measure, given a quantizer q(x), the optimal
reconstruction function x̂� qð Þ is given by

x̂� qð Þ = E X jq½ � ð2Þ

that is, each reconstruction value is the centroid of a quantization cell.

Each necessary condition may be interpreted as the solution to a Bayesian decision problem.We would like to stress that these
are necessary but not sufficient conditions for joint optimality. Still, these optimality conditions are exploited in the Lloyd–Max
algorithm [2,3], a quantizer design algorithm based on the alternating optimization of q(x) given x̂ qð Þ and vice versa, according to
Eqs. (1) and (2). The Lloyd algorithm has been rediscovered several times in the statistical clustering literature [66], under names
such as the k-means method.3

In the Lloyd algorithm, either the quantization or the reconstruction is improved at a time, leading to an improvement on the
distortion; strictly speaking, the sequence of distortions is nonincreasing. Even though a nonnegative, nonincreasing sequence has

b) Example of a quantizer in the
two-dimensional Euclidean space.

a) k-Anonymous aggregation regarded as a quan-
tization design problem.

Exact Data Perturbed
Data

Data aggregation

Fig. 5. Formalization and example of a quantizer.

3 The term k-means was first used by J. MacQueen in 1967 [67] although the idea goes back to H. Steinhaus in 1956 [68]. The algorithm was rediscovered
independently by S. Lloyd in 1957 as a quantization technique for pulse-code modulation, but it was not published until much later, in 1982 [2].
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a limit, rigorously, the convergence of the sequence of distortions does not guarantee that the sequence of quantizers obtained by
the algorithm will tend to a stable configuration, less so to a jointly optimal one. In theory, the algorithm can merely provide a
sophisticated upper bound on the optimal distortion. In practice, however, the algorithm often exhibits excellent performance
([66], §II.E, §III).

Lastly, we would like to remark that the literature abounds with sophisticated modifications of the Lloyd algorithm, many
addressing the complexity of quantizing large quantities of highly-dimensional data. Practical lossless codecs, for instance, almost
universally exploit statistical redundancies of the data by means of an orthonormal transformation prior to the one-dimensional
quantization of each of the transformed coefficients, trading off an acceptable distortion loss for a substantial complexity reduction
[69]. Conceptually similar are the strategies of wavelet coding, trellis quantization, predictive coding, motion compensation in
video, and many others [70,71]. Further, both the theories of quantization and transform coding have been extended beyond the
paradigm of traditional source coding [72], and the study of Voronoi diagrams remains the object of intensive research still today
[73]. A clear example of the application of traditional and new heuristic clustering techniques outside the domain of source coding
is undoubtedly that of automated document classification [74,75]. Conceivably, these modifications and applications stand as
potentially exciting sources of inspiration for future research into the main contribution of this paper, which, as we shall see in the
next section, consists in a significant modification of a traditional quantization algorithm.

3. A modification of the Lloyd algorithm for k-anonymous aggregation

3.1. Formal statement of the k-anonymous aggregation problem as a quantizer design problem

In this section, we proceed to formalize the problem of k-anonymous aggregation in a generic fashion, as a probability-
constrained, distortion-optimized quantizer design problem. Microaggregation, in the context of SDC, is a well-established
problem with extensive literature, and consequently sufficient to motivate this section. However, to hint at the potential
applicability of our work beyond that, in Section 4, we shall provide a second example of k-anonymous aggregation, or more
precisely, clustering, where the need for larger values of k arises naturally, this time in the context of LBSs.

In either case we are concerned with the general problem of constructing groups of k, possibly multivariate, data samples,
and then finding a common representative value for each group minimizing a distortion measure between the original data
and such k-anonymous representation. In the SDC application, the data samples are simply the quasi-identifiers of individual
respondents, and the common representative value replacing them in the published version of the data is the means to attain
k-anonymity. In the LBS application, as we shall see in detail later in Section 4, the data samples will model exact locations,
which may of course be regarded as quasi-identifiers. Experimental results for both applications will be reported in Section 5.

We may now proceed to formally consider the design of minimum-distortion quantizers satisfying cell probability constraints,
with the same block structure depicted in Fig. 5. (Tuples of) key attribute values are modeled by a r.v. X in an arbitrary alphabetX,
possibly discrete or continuous. The quantizer q(x) assigns X to a quantization index Q in a finite alphabet Q = 1;…; jQ jf g of a
predetermined size. The reconstruction function x̂ qð Þmaps Q into the aggregated key attribute value X̂, which may be regarded as
an approximation to the original data, defined in an arbitrary alphabet X̂ commonly but not necessarily equal to the original data
alphabet X.

For any nonnegative (measurable) function d x; x̂ð Þ, called distortion measure, define the associated expected distortion
D = Ed X; X̂

� �
, that is, a measure of the discrepancy between the original data values and their reconstructed values, which

reflects the loss in data accuracy. An important example of distortion measure is d x; x̂ð Þ = jjx− x̂jj2, for whichD becomes the MSE.
Alternatively, d x; x̂ð Þmay represent a semantic distance in an ontological hierarchy, and X̂model a conceptual generalization of X, a
r.v. taking on words as values. pQ(q) denotes the PMF corresponding to the cell probabilities. The k-anonymity requirement in the
clustering problem is formalized, from a more general perspective, by means of probability constraints pQ(q)=p0(q) for each cell
q, for any given PMF p0(q).

In the important example of microdata k-anonymization, let n be the total number of records to be microaggregated. The
k-anonymity constraint could be translated into probability constraints by setting jQj ¼tn= k⌋ and p0 qð Þ = 1= jQ j , which
ensures that np0(q)≥k. More generally, for a given probability p0, we could naturally speak of p0-anonymization, a term more
suited to continuous probability models of user locations.

Given a distortion measure d x; x̂ð Þ and probability constraints pQ(q)=p0(q) (along with the specification of the number of
quantization cells jQ j Þ, we wish to design an optimal quantizer q*(x) and an optimal reconstruction function x̂� qð Þ, in the sense
that they jointly minimize the distortion D while satisfying the probability constraints.

We would like to stress that our formulation of the probability-constrained quantization problem may also find further
applications in a variety of similarity-based, workload-constrained resource allocation problems. Even though this paper focuses
on MSE, our solution is suitable for an entirely generic distortion measure, possibly over categorical alphabets, for example
semantic distances.

The remainder of this section investigates the problem of distortion-optimized, probability-constrained quantization
formulated here, and motivated as the functionality implemented by the microaggregation process in the case of SDC, and by a
location k-anonymizer in the case of LBSs, as we shall see later in Section 4. The quantizer design method proposed is a substantial
modification of the Lloyd algorithm [2,3], a celebrated quantization design algorithm, endowed with a numerical method to solve
nonlinear systems of equations inspired by the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm [4].
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3.2. Optimization steps

Next, we propose heuristic optimization steps for probability-constrained quantizers and reconstruction functions, analogous
to the nearest-neighbor and centroid conditions found in conventional quantization [65,66], reviewed in Section 2.3. We then
modify the conventional Lloyd algorithm by applying its underlying alternating optimization principle to these steps.

Finding the optimal reconstruction function x̂� qð Þ for a given quantizer q(x) is a problem identical to that in conventional
quantization:

x̂� qð Þ =argmin E d X; x̂ð Þjq½ �⋅
x̂

ð3Þ

In the special case when MSE is used as distortion measure, this is the centroid step (2).
On the other hand, we may not apply the nearest-neighbor condition in conventional quantization directly, if we wish to

guarantee the probability constraints pQ(q)=p0(q). We introduce a cell cost functionc : Q→R; a real-valued function of the
quantization indices, which assigns an additive cost c(q) to a cell indexed by q. The intuitive purpose of this function is to shift the
cell boundaries appropriately to satisfy the probability constraints. Specifically, given a reconstruction function x̂ qð Þ and a cost
function c(q), we propose the following cost-sensitive nearest-neighbor step:

q� xð Þ =argmin d x; x̂ qð Þð Þ + c qð Þ⋅
q

ð4Þ

This is a heuristic step inspired by the nearest-neighbor condition of conventional quantization (1). According to this formula,
increasing the cost of a cell, leaving the cost of the others and all centroids unchanged, will reduce the number of points assigned to
it. Conversely, decreasing the cost will push cell boundaries outwards and thus increase its size. Instead of the conventional
Voronoi cells [65,66] determined by the traditional nearest-neighbor condition, it is routine to check that ourmodified requirement
defines an additively weighted Voronoi partition composed of convex polytopes.

The step just proposed naturally leads to the question of how to find a cost function c(q) such that the probability constraints
pQ(q)=p0(q) are satisfied, given a reconstruction function x̂ qð Þ. We remark that for discrete probability distributions of X it is easy
to see that it may not be possible to find such c(q). In the continuous case, we propose the following method, which proved to be
very successful in all of our experiments, including those reported in Section 5. Specifically, we propose an application of the
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm [4], an algorithm to solve systems of nonlinear equations numerically, or similarly but slightly
more simply, a Tychonov regularization of the Gauss–Newton algorithm [76], for examplewith backtracking line search [77] along
the descent direction. A finite-difference estimation of the Jacobian is carried out, by slightly increasing each of the coordinates of
c(q) at a time. To do so more efficiently, we exploit the fact that only the coordinates of pQ(q) corresponding to neighboring cells
may be changed, and compute the negative semidefinite approximation in Frobenius norm to the Jacobian.

3.3. A modification of the Lloyd algorithm for probability-constrained quantization

Ideally, we wish to find a pair of quantizers and reconstruction functions that jointlyminimize the distortion. The conventional
Lloyd algorithm [2,3], reviewed in Section 2.3, is essentially an alternating optimization algorithm that iterates between the
nearest-neighbor (1) and the centroid optimality (2) conditions. These are necessary but not sufficient conditions, thus the
algorithm can only hope to approximate a jointly optimal pair q*(x), x̂� qð Þ, but only guaranteeing that the sequence of distortions is
nonincreasing. We also mentioned that experimentally, however, the Lloyd algorithm very often shows excellent performance
([66], §II.E, §III).

Bear in mind that our modification of the nearest-neighbor condition (Eq. 4) for the probability-constrained problem is a
heuristic proposal, in the sense that this work does not prove it to be a necessary condition. We still use the same alternating
optimization principle, albeit with a more sophisticated nearest-neighbor condition (Eq. 4), and define the following modified
Lloyd algorithm for probability-constrained quantization. In recognition of the celebrated quantization design method which
inspired this work, we shall call our algorithm the probability-constrained Lloyd (PCL) algorithm:

1. Choose an initial reconstruction function x̂(q) and initial cost function c(q).
2. Update c(q) to satisfy the probability constraints pQ(q)=p0(q), given the current x̂(q). To this end, use the method described at

the end of Section 3.2, setting the initial cost function as the cost function at the beginning of this step.
3. Find the next quantizer q(x) corresponding to the current x̂(q) and the current c(q), according to Eq. (4).
4. Find the optimal x̂(q) corresponding to the current q(x), according to Eq. (3).
5. Go back to Step 2, until an appropriate convergence condition is satisfied or a maximum number of iterations exceeded.

The initial reconstruction values may simply be chosen as jQ j random samples distributed according to the probability
distribution pX(x) of X. A simple yet effective cost function initialization is c(q)=0, because it ensures that the corresponding
quantizer cells cannot have zero volume. Note that the numerical computation of c(q) in Step 2 should benefit from better and
better initializations as the reconstruction values become stable. If the probability of a cell happens to vanish at any point of the
algorithm, this can be tackled by choosing a new, random reconstruction value, with cost equal to theminimum of the rest of costs.
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The stopping convergence condition might for instance consider slowdowns in the sequence of distortions obtained. For example,
the algorithm can be stopped the first time a minimum relative distortion decrement is not attained, or, more simply, when a
maximum number of iterations is exceeded.

It is important to remark that the numerical computation of the costs in the PCL algorithm just described, by means of the
Levenberg–Marquardt method or any of the variations mentioned in Section 3.2, assumes that cell probabilities are a smooth
function of these costs, as these numerical methods estimate partial derivatives through finite differences. In other words, the PCL
algorithm, as described at this point, is only suitable for probability-constraints leading to a large number of samples per cell, or for
continuous data. In particular, it is suitable for k-anonymous clustering with relatively large values of k. Next, in Section 3.4, we
propose amodification of our PCL algorithm that addresses this issue, extending its applicability to microaggregation, that is, small
values of k, and, more generally, to any sort of probability constraint.

We shall provide empirical evidence in Section 5 that, just as in the conventional Lloyd algorithm, either the quantization or the
reconstruction is improved at a time, and that the sequence of distortions obtained is nonincreasing. This is a very convenient
property implying that the PCL algorithm can be used to improve the performance of any other aggregation algorithm, just by
using it as initialization of PCL. The same section reports experimental results for both clustering or large k, and microaggregation
or small k.

3.4. A noisy variation for the special case of microaggregation or small k

We argued that the PCL algorithm described in Section 3.3 was only suitable for probability constraints leading to a large
number of points per cell, or continuous models of the data, because the derivative-based numerical methods involved in the
adjustment of the costs c(q) assumed a smooth dependence between them and the cell probabilities pQ(q).

Here, we present a variation of the PCL algorithm suitable for constraints involving any number, however small, of points per
cell, and in particular k-anonymous microaggregation, that is, small k. The main idea is the introduction of additional, noisy
samples around the original data samples, with decreasing variance. As the number of total samples is large, the numerical
methods at the end of Section 3.2 are appropriate, and as the noise variance decreases with the iterations, the final distribution of
the data resembles that of the original samples. More precisely, this heuristic variation, which we shall refer to as noisy PCL
algorithm, is as follows:

1. Choose an initial reconstruction function x̂(q) and initial cost function c(q).
2. For each original data sample, introduce new noisy samples with a given covariance matrix ∑, and take the original data

samples and the newly created noisy samples as data samples for the remainder of the algorithm (any previous noisy samples
are replaced).

3. Update c(q) to satisfy the probability constraints pQ(q)=p0(q), given the current x̂(q). To this end, use the method described at
the end of Section 3.2, setting the initial cost function as the cost function at the beginning of this step.

4. Find the next quantizer q(x) corresponding to the current x̂(q) and the current c(q), according to Eq. (4).
5. Find the optimal x̂(q) corresponding to the current q(x), according to Eq. (3).
6. Reduce the magnitude of the entries of the covariance ∑.
7. Go back to Step 2, until an appropriate convergence condition is satisfied or a maximum number of iterations exceeded.

The number of noisy samples per data sample must be chosen so that the probability-constraints lead to a large number of
(total) samples per cell, and the finite-difference estimations of partial derivatives of the numerical methods to adjust the costs
work appropriately. The experiments reported later on in Section 5 use independent, identically distributed copies of Gaussian
samples with independent components, so that there are thousands of samples per cell. The noise variance is initially large enough
for the resulting clouds of points to overlap, forming a fairly contiguous distribution, and finally small enough for the clouds not to
intersect, allowing an approximate distinction of the original samples. The reduction of the variance follows a geometric
progression. The appropriate maximum number of iterations is highly dependent on the data.

This heuristic variation of the PCL algorithm will be proven to be very effective in the experiments of Section 5. The rationale
behind it is detailed in Appendix A, and illustrated with a few examples.

3.5. On convergence, complexity and hierarchical partitioning

Shortly, we shall provide experimental evidence that PCL may, and often does, outperform the state-of-the-art MDAV in terms
of data utility for the same exact k-anonymity requirement. It is fair to stress, however, that PCL is noticeably more complex than
MDAV, both in terms of sophistication and running time, as one may gather from the description above. Fortunately, the two
scenarios of application that we contemplate in this paper will typically come with fairly lenient time constraints.

Despite the heuristic, experimental, necessarily limited nature of our contribution, and the previous argument against a strong
concern for running time, we would not like to finish this section without a quick note on the convergence and complexity
properties of PCL. Because PCL combines and extends two already sophisticated algorithms, namely the Lloyd and the Levenberg–
Marquardt algorithms, a rigorous, detailed analysis would surely require a great deal of effort beyond the scope of this paper.

As far as the conventional Lloyd algorithm is concerned, suffice to say that the algorithm is known to converge only under
certain statistics [78–80].We stressed in our review of Section 2.3 that the conditions the Lloyd algorithm is based on are necessary
for optimality but not sufficient, and that even though the sequence of distortions obtained has a limit, this does not imply that the
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sequence of quantizers tends towards a stable, jointly optimal configuration. It is essentially the excellent experimental
performance of the Lloyd algorithm what warrants its use ([66], §II.E, §III). In reference to the running time of the algorithm, and
more concretely, the scaling of number of iterations required with the size of the dataset, again, common practice imposes a
stopping condition based on the numerical stabilization of the sequence of distortions [65,66]. It is only natural to expect that the
analysis of PCL to be at least as intricate as that of Lloyd, being an extension.

There exist a number of mathematically involved convergence and complexity results on the Levenberg–Marquardt method in
some of its variations [81]. A particularly recent one bounds complexity in terms of the norm of the gradient of the error [82].
Regrettably, it is far from straightforward to apply these bounds to PCL, not to mention that doing so would only address one step
of PCL, where the costs are adjusted to satisfy the probability constraints.

In conclusion, aside from marking clear paths for future research, we constraint ourselves to a preliminary, merely
experimental analysis on the running time of PCL for a real, standardized dataset, in Section 5.3. We shall see in that section that,
unsurprisingly, the complexity of the algorithm is notoriously nonlinear with the number of cells, which is the number of
unknown costs in the system of nonlinear equations modeling the cost adjustment. For this very reason, we propose a hierarchical
application of PCL, implemented in the experimental section. Precisely, we propose the prepartitioning of the dataset in a small
number of large macrocells, and the individual postpartitioning of these macrocells into cells of the intended size k. Effectively, we
are breaking down a large system of equations into decoupled parts. Clearly, the postpartitioning process has a complexity that
grows linearly with the number of macrocells, and offers the convenient advantage of allowing parallel computation. Even though
we used a two-level approach, multiple levels of hierarchical partitioning may help reduce the running time of the preprocessing.

In our experiments of Section 3, we shall see that the time required for prepartitioning was almost negligible compared to
postpartitioning, but that the hierarchical application of PCL incurs a small but noticeable loss in distortion performance. On the
flip side, one may regard prepartitioning as a practically convenient strategy to gracefully trade-off distortion for running time.

4. A functional architecture for k-anonymous location-based information retrieval

This section details the architecture sketched in Section 1.2 for k-anonymous retrieval of location-based information, and ties it
up with the formulation in Section 3.1. The description of the architecture is prefaced by considerations regarding the privacy risk
posed by submitting location information as part of a query addressed to an information provider. Our description in this section
will remain at a functional level, in the sense that one of the building blocks, namely that carrying out k-anonymous
microaggregation of location data, could in principle be implemented by any of the microaggregation algorithms cited in
Section 2.1, for example MDAV.

Because our main contribution is precisely the introduction of a k-anonymous algorithm, namely PCL, described in Section 3.3,
and because its applicability to microaggregation suffices to motivate it, we do not flesh out the clustering application for LBSs
beyond what is strictly necessary to hint at the possibility that PCL may be applicable for large k. Section 5 will provide
experimental evidence that PCL typically outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithm MDAV, for both microaggregation and
clustering, that is, for both low and high k, respectively. This will demonstrate that PCL is a superior candidate to implement the
key building block of the architecture described next.

4.1. Privacy attack against location-based querying

Recall from Section 1.2 that we consider devices frequently operative near a fixed reference location, accessing the Internet to
contact information providers, occasionally to inquire about location-based information that does not require perfectly accurate
coordinates.

In addition to the examples of devices already mentioned in that section, depicted in Fig. 2, namely home computers and cell
phones used from the same workplace, we may contemplate others such as desktop computers at a particular Internet café
frequently visited at similar times, Internet-enabled PDAs used on a daily train to work with WiFi capabilities, and laptops
commonly operated from a hotel one may regularly stay in. We assume that users submit their reference location to an
information provider, alongwith a query based on that location, to enquire, perhaps, about an elegant restaurant relatively close to
their home, the branch of their bank in the area they work, local news and events, traffic congestion or weather reports.

Submission of a perfectly accurate location to an untrusted information provider poses a serious privacy risk. We provide a
more specific illustration of such privacy compromise by means of an example. A user accesses a location-based information
provider from a home computer to enquire about an elegant, local Italian restaurant, to take her date to. The user specifies her
home location directly bymeans of her address or perhaps GPS coordinates. Immediately afterwards and from the same computer,
the user then checks the restaurant website and proceeds to make an online reservation for dinner, for two people, the same night.
A few minutes later, she buys two tickets for a musical downtown, directly at the theater's website or through any intermediary
service for online ticket purchases.

Assuming that the same IP has been used for all these transactions, and despite the fact that the initial query to the LBS has been
pseudonymized, a privacy attacker is able to pinpoint the home address of the user, link it to her IP address, and with the help of
yellow pages, infer her full name and home number. In this way, the attacker knowswith significant detail about the user's date for
tonight, in addition to her dinner and entertainment preferences. Furthermore, with the help of someoneworking in the payments
department associated with one of the websites involved, the attacker may gain critical information that could be used for identity
theft.
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This example illustrates that the solutions for preserving user privacy relying on anonymizers and pseudonymizers [34–36],
cited in Section 2.2 and conceptually depicted in Fig. 3, may not be entirely satisfactory. Even if authentication to the information
providers were carried out with pseudonyms or authorization credentials, accurate location information could be exploited by the
providers to infer user identities, for instance by using RSI and OI attacks [37], possibly with the help of an address directory such
as the yellow pages. In the terminology of SDC introduced in Sections 1.1 and 2.1, accurate location data, particularly when
corresponding to a fixed reference location, as assumed here, plays the role of a quasi-identifier.

Finally, note that location anonymization must be used in conjunction with anonymization and pseudonymization techniques,
such as those mentioned in Section 2.2, that prevent attackers from obtaining any and all quasi-identifiers, including identifiers
inherent in the communication system such as an IP address. In the event that the privacy requirement of k-anonymization of
locations, viewed as quasi-identifiers, is constrained further to provide k-anonymization of all quasi-identifiers available to an
attacker, one must consider a joint solution, in which aggregation should be performed on the entire tuple of quasi-identifiers.

4.2. Informal description of the architecture

We now present an informal description of an architecture for k-anonymous retrieval of location-based information. A more
formal specification is the object of Section 4.3.

As we mentioned in Section 2.2, in order to protect user privacy in the retrieval of location-based information, a number of
solutions take a step further from the idea of anonymizers and pseudonymizers and propose location anonymizers that perturb
location data [55], many of them based on k-anonymity and cloaking [37,57,44,58–60].

The discussion of Section 4.1 and our assumption that reference locations are rather fixed enable us to regard location data as an
effective identifier. Accordingly, we rescue and merge the principles behind pseudonymization and location k-anonymization to
propose the architecture informally depicted in Fig. 6. In essence, a TTP collects accurate location information corresponding to the
reference location of the users, possibly already publicly available in address directories. The TTP then performs k-anonymity
aggregation of locations, that is, group locations minimizing the distortion with respect to centroid locations common to k nearby
reference locations. From then on, users directly send their corresponding centroid, in lieu of their exact reference location, to the
LBS provider, whenever they need to access it. In principle, this could be carried out by means of any of the microaggregation
algorithms cited in Section 2.1, for example MDAV. However, we shall introduce and recommend an algorithm of our own, which
outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithm MDAV, for both microaggregation and clustering, that is, for both low and high k,
respectively, as we shall prove experimentally in Section 5.

Intuitively, while the same measure of privacy may be applied to all devices, devices with a home location in more densely
populated areas should belong to smaller clusters and enjoy a smaller location distortion. The devices trust this intermediary party
to send them back the appropriate centroid, which they simply use in lieu of their exact home location, and together with their
pseudonym, in order to access LBS providers. In the same way that we are lead to regard accurate location data as a quasi-
identifier, we may regard the perturbed location data as a (k-anonymous) quasi-pseudonym.

Ideally, the TTP would carry out all the computational work required to cluster locations while minimizing the distortion, in a
reasonably dynamic way that should enable devices to sign up for and cancel this anonymization service based on the perturbation
of their home locations.

4.3. Formal description of the architecture

We formalize the architecture described in Section 4.2, under the general formulation of Section 3.1. Specifically, and according
to the terminology of Section 2, we describe a protocol, sketched in Fig. 7, for k-anonymous location-based information retrieval

LBS ProviderUser

Perturbed
Location

Exact Location

Location
Anonymizer

Fig. 6. Informal depiction of the proposed architecture.
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with a location anonymizer. Summarizing Section 4.2, users are assumed to frequently operate near a fixed reference location,
which we call home location, represented by values of a r.v. X in an arbitrary alphabet, possibly discrete or continuous, for
example, Cartesian or spherical coordinates, or vertices of a graph modeling geographic adjacencies. A TTP playing the role of
location anonymizer collects accurate home location information, either from the users, or from publicly available address
directories. This party performs k-anonymous clustering of locations, that is, group locations around centroid locations common to
k nearby devices. Users trust this intermediary party to send them back the appropriate centroid, which they simply use in lieu of
their exact home location whenever they access LBS providers. The centroid is represented by the r.v. X̂, whichmay be regarded as
an approximation to the original data, defined in an arbitrary alphabet, commonly but not necessarily equal to the original data
alphabet. We stress once more that for higher privacy protection, users may in addition utilize anonymizers, pseudonymizers or
digital credentials, as explained in Section 2.2.

Suppose for the sake of argument that the population of users remained static. Under that idyllic hypothesis, the clustering
algorithm, PCL, would need to be executed by the location anonymizer only once. In practice, as new customers start signing up
for, or canceling, LBSs, but wish to anonymize their location, the location anonymizer could, in principle, reuse the same centroids
and costs already computed by PCL to cluster the new users according to the modified nearest-neighbor condition (Eq. 4).
However, slowly, a privacy attacker with a list of users who have canceled the service may observe a slightly smaller anonymity
than that intended, and the old aggregation may yield slightly inadequate distortion on the new population. Hence, periodically
afterwards, once the newer portion of the population acquires sufficient weight, PCL could be rerun by the TTP for the updated
population, taking advantage of the iterative nature of the algorithm, that is, using the old parameters as initialization. The hassle
of having to inform all customers of their updated centroids would of course prevent this update from occurring too frequently.
Evidently, the actual k-anonymity attained by such slowly updated location anonymizer would be lower than intended when
facing a sophisticated privacy attacker that could keep track of the history of perturbed locations used. Alternatively, PCL could be
run only once on a population model represented by a probability distribution capturing the relative density of a growing
population, for a relative anonymity constraint, in a statistical sense, but knowledge of new subscriptions and cancelations by an
attacker would still pose a privacy problem. As one may expect after this preliminary digression, the anonymization of time-
varying datasets, data streams and trajectories [83,56,42] is still a topic of extensive research.

The clustering function implemented by the location anonymizer is depicted in Fig. 8, which is nothing but the particularization
of Fig. 5(a) in the special case at hand.

5. Examples and experimental results

This section illustrates the noiseless and noisy variations of PCL, the algorithm for probability-constrained quantization design
proposed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, with experimental results for a few intuitive, synthetic datasets in R2, and compares its
performance, in terms of distortion and anonymity, with the state-of-the-art algorithmMDAV. After presenting a couple of simple
but insightful examples in Section 5.1, we turn our attention to an experimental analysis for larger sets of samples with uniform
and Gaussian statistics in Section 5.2, which contemplates the cases of both clustering and microaggregation, that is, large and
small k-anonymity, respectively. Finally, in Section 5.3, we analyze real, standardized datasets to confirm, once more, the higher
performance of PCL over MDAV in terms of the privacy–utility trade-off.

In all cases, MSE normalized per dimension is used as distortion measure, thus D =
1
2
EjjX � X̂jj2. More explicitly, the

expectation is of course taken according to the empirical distribution of the n points x1,…, xn, hence D =
1
2n

∑n
i=1∥xi−x̂i∥2. Even

Exact
Location

Perturbed
Location

Fig. 8. Location anonymizer.

Fig. 7. Architecture.
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though our code has not been optimized for speed, we provide preliminary remarks regarding computational costs for the most
challenging experiments carried out, in Section 5.3.

5.1. Simple, illustrative examples

The following examples are meant to show that even for simple sample sets, the performance of PCL over MDAV may be
significant. Figs. 9 and 10 compare the k-anonymous microaggregation of particular distributions of n=10 points inside the
square [0, 1]2, with k=2 and k=3, for which both MDAV and 50 iterations of the noisy version of PCL have been run. The small
dots depict the samples x1,…, xn, and the large ones, the reconstruction values xl;…;xjQj. The edges in the MDAVmicroaggregation
illustrate cell assignments. The additively weighted Voronoi cells determined by the modified nearest-neighbor condition (Eq. 4)
are shown in the PCL microaggregation. The initial reconstruction values of PCL were randomly drawn from the samples available.
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Fig. 9. Simple example of k-anonymous microaggregation of two-dimensional points, where PCL outperforms MDAV by a 42% distortion reduction, with exactly

the same k-anonymity requirement. The small dots depict n=10 samples aggregated into |Q|=5 cells of k=2 elements p0 =
k
n

= 0:2
� �

. The large dots

represent the reconstruction values x̂1;…; x̂5. PCL was initialized randomly.
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Fig. 10. Another simple example of k-anonymous microaggregation of two-dimensional points, where PCL outperforms MDAV by a 43% distortion reduction, with

exactly the same k-anonymity requirement. The small dots depict n = 10 samples aggregated into jQ j = 3 cells of at least k=3 elements, occasionally

4 p0 =
k
n

= 0:3
� �

. The large dots represent the reconstruction values x̂1, x̂2 and x̂3. PCL was initialized randomly.
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The probability constraints used for the case x̂q, in which k is not a divisor of n, were arbitrarily set to pQ 1ð Þ = 4=10 and
pQ 2ð Þ = pQ 3ð Þ = 3=10, because a common, fractional probability p0 = k n = 3=10

�
cannot be even approximately met for small k.

Interestingly, PCL yields a distortion roughly a 40% lower than that of MDAV, while respecting the very same k-anonymity
requirement. It is particularly clear from Fig. 10 that the greedy heuristic implemented by MDAV, after choosing groups 1 and 2
first, is finally left with a poor choice for group 3. It is only fair to recognize that the particular improvement in distortion must
necessarily depend on the data samples and the initialization of PCL. In fact, it is straightforward to find samples and initializations
leading to a lower distortion improvement, or even, albeit exceptionally, a poorer distortion, but also a higher distortion
improvement. What these simple examples reveal, however, is the potential for a considerable improvement given by PCL over
MDAV in terms of the privacy-distortion trade-off. We look into distortion improvements for much larger sets next in Section 5.2,
which shall also prove quite significant.

5.2. Experimental results for uniform and Gaussian statistics

We turn now to an experimental analysis based on larger sets of samples, which, while still synthetic and somewhat simplistic,
we believe to be quite insightful. Specifically, we draw independent, identically distributed samples of a r.v. X for two probability
distributions of points in ℝ2. Namely, we first assume that X is uniformly distributed on the square [0, 1]2, and secondly, we
consider the case when X is composed of independent, zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian entries.

Although in this subsection we shall content ourselves with the empirical intuition provided by synthetic data, it is far from
difficult to find real-world data roughly fitting a uniform or even jointly Gaussian model in the SDC scenario of Section 1.1. For
example, the height and (the logarithm of) the weight of adult men approximately follow a Gaussian model with correlation
coefficient 0.48, according to Ref. [84]. In any case, experiments on real data are reported at the end, in Section 5.3. From the
perspective of the motivating application for LBSs described in Section 1.2, the first distribution may be roughly interpreted as the
set of home locations of users in a square, uniformly populated sector. The second distribution is intended to evaluate the
algorithm performance for drastically different statistics, but may also be interpreted as the set of home locations of users in a
circular urban area with a denser, centric downtown and more spread out suburbs.

Further, we contemplate both the cases of clustering and microaggregation, that is, both the cases of large and small k-
anonymity, respectively. In the first set of experiments, a total of n=10000 points are drawn according to each of these statistics,
and the PCL algorithm without noisy samples is applied for a common probability constraint pQ(q)=p0, with

p0 =
k
n

= 1=2;
1=3; ::::;

1=10. In the second set of experiments, the number of samples is n=250, the probability constraint

corresponds to the k-anonymity requirements k=2,…, 10, but the noisy version of the PCL algorithm is used to satisfy the

anonymity constraint strictly. In the latter set, whenever k is not a divisor of n, as a common fractional probability constraint
k
n

cannot be met even approximately due to the low value of k, we set different equality constraints either matching the cell sizes of
MDAV or enlarging slightly the first few constraints. Even though one could conceivably optimize the choice of probability
constraints in this case, distortion improvements for large n and the distributions considered would go unnoticed. In both sets, a
total of 5 initializations of the reconstruction values of PCL were used, one based on the results of MDAV, and the remaining 4
randomly chosen from the initial samples.

The results for the noiseless version of the PCL algorithm, appropriate for large k, are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for the uniform
case, and Figs. 13 and 14 for the Gaussian case. A total of 50 iterations were carried out. In the absolutely worst case, among all
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Fig. 11. Performance comparison of PCL vs. MDAV for k-anonymous clustering of n=10000 two-dimensional points. These points were drawn according to a

uniform distribution inside the square [0, 1]2, and both algorithms run for p0 =
k
n

= 1=2;
1=3;…; 1=10. For each k, 5 initializations of the reconstruction values of

PCL were used, one based on the results of MDAV, and the rest randomly chosen from the initial samples.
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initializations and for both statistics, the k-anonymity constraint was violated by only a 0.2%, while the distortion improvement
attained approximate values of up to 35% over MDAV in the uniform case, and up to 20% in the Gaussian case, hardly sensitive to
the initialization method. Note that just as we remarked in Section 3.2, clusters are convex polytopes. We would like to remark
here as well that the quantizers for the uniform case in Fig. 12 (b), and for the Gaussian case in Fig. 13, bear a passing resemble to a
hexagonal lattice, known to minimize the distortion among all two-dimensional lattices [85].

The results for the noisy version of the PCL algorithm, appropriate for small k, are shown in Figs. 15 and 16 for the uniform case,
and Fig. 17 and 18 for the Gaussian case. The distortion improvements were approximately of up to 29% over MDAV for the
uniform case, and up to 25% in the Gaussian case. Not entirely unexpectedly, the results were more sensitive to the initialization
than those for large k, swinging the distortion by roughly ±2%, typically, with respect to the average performance. Perhaps more
surprising was the fact that initializations based on MDAV did not lead in general to a better performance, despite being an
excellent, state-of-the-art heuristic for microaggregation. The number of iterations and the initial variance was increased until the
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0.0128 (-30%), 50 iterations.

Fig. 12.MDAV and PCL clusterings from the experiments represented in Fig. 11, corresponding to the probability constraint p0 = 1=7. PCL outperforms MDAV by a
39% distortion reduction, with exactly the same k-anonymity requirement. The small dots depict n=10000 uniform samples aggregated into |Q|=7 cells of at
least k=1428 elements. The large dots represent the reconstruction values x̂1,…,x̂7.
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Fig. 13. Performance comparison of PCL vs. MDAV for k-anonymous clustering of n=10000 two-dimensional points. These points were drawn according to a

Gaussian distribution of covariance identity, and both algorithms run for p0 = 1=2;
1=3;…; 1=10. For each k, 5 initializations of the reconstruction values of PCL were

used, one based on the results of MDAV, and the rest randomly chosen from the initial samples.
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k-anonymity criterion was met perfectly, by trial and error in preliminary experimentation, with a single exception among all
initializations, for the Gaussian case, which was of course discarded. The number of iterations required by the noisy version of the
PCL algorithm, 150 for the uniform case and 300 for the Gaussian, was higher than that required by the noiseless version, partly
because the denoising process must be sufficiently slow, and it was implemented as part of the outer iterations, rather than as part
of the inner iterations running the Levenberg–Marquardt optimization. In the uniform case, we used 4000 noisy samples per
original sample, and 5000 in the Gaussian case. As our proof-of-concept implementation used a common variance value for all
samples, we confirmed the intuition that the experiments with Gaussian statistics required a higher initial variance of the noise,
presumably due to the sparse samples forming the exterior of the cloud, and a very small final variance, due to the tightly packed
samples at the center.

In this and other experiments carried out we observed that each optimization step decreased the distortion while
approximately respecting the probability constraints. This experimental finding leads us to believe that not only the centroid
condition (3) is optimal, but so may be our proposal for the nearest-neighbor step (4), although it remains to be proved. The
convergence behavior is promising, and similar to that often exhibited by the conventional Lloyd algorithm. Namely, often the
same low-distortion solution is found regardless of the initialization, in a small number of iterations.
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Fig. 14.MDAV and PCL clusterings from the experiments represented in Fig. 13, corresponding to the probability constraint p0 =
k
n

= 1=9. PCL outperformsMDAV
by a 15% distortion reduction, at the cost of only a 0.09% worst-case violation of the anonymity requirement. The small dots depict n=10000 Gaussian samples
aggregated into jQ j = 9 cells of a target minimum of k=1111 elements. The large dots represent the reconstruction values x̂1,…,x̂9.
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Fig. 15. Performance comparison of PCL vs. MDAV for k-anonymous microaggregation of n=250 two-dimensional points. These points were drawn according to a
uniform distribution inside the square [0, 1]2, and both algorithms run for k=2,…, 10. For each k, 5 initializations of the reconstruction values of PCL were used,
one based on the results of MDAV, and the rest randomly chosen from the initial samples.
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5.3. Experimental results for a real, standardized dataset

We conclude our experimental results with the particularly challenging problem of microaggregation of a real, standardized
dataset with the noisy version of PCL of Section 3.4, over whichMDAV is known to yield unparalleled performance. Being themost
computationally intensive of all tests, we shall also report preliminary results on the computational complexity of our algorithm.

The dataset in question, “Census”, was used in the computational aspects of statistical confidentiality (CASC) project [86,87],
and has since then been served as a widely spread comparison test in the SDC literature. It contains 1080 records with 13
numerical attributes. In addition to CASC, examples of research studies utilizing this dataset include [9,16]. An interesting property
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a) MDAV , kmin = 3, pmin = 0.012,        0.00079. Edges represent cell
assignments.

b) PCL , kmin = 3, pmin = 0.012 (0%),        0.000585 (-26%), 150 iterations.
Additively weighted Voronoi cells are shown.

Fig. 16. MDAV and PCL microaggregations from the experiments represented in Fig. 15, corresponding to k=3. PCL outperforms MDAV by a 26% distortion
reduction, with the exact same k-anonymity requirement. The small dots depict n=250 samples aggregated into jQ j = 83 cells of at least k=3 elements

p0 =
k
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= 0:012
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. The large dots represent the reconstruction values x̂1;…; x̂83.
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of this dataset is that it is resistant against microaggregation algorithms that exploit variable-size strategies, natural clusters and
heavy skewness of the data, such as μ-Approx [16] or VMDAV [17], making MDAV the best choice. Because PCL has been designed
for equality constraints, just like MDAV, “Census” provides an adequate test for PCL, and given the fact that MDAV yields
unsurpassed performance on it, an exciting challenge for our algorithm. We adhered to the common practice of normalizing each
column of the data set for zero mean and unit variance.

We explored a reasonably wide range of target anonymity constraints, ktarget=5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, broadly representative of
the values in the microaggregation literature. Observe that since every column of the dataset underwent unit-variance
normalization, the total variance of the dataset is its number of dimensions. Because ourmeasure of distortion is normalized by the
number of dimensions, as we mentioned at the beginning of Section 5, the numbers reported turn out to be equivalent to the
popular SDC measure of sum of squared errors (SSE) divided by sum of squared total (SST).

Our implementation of MDAV followed the usual fixed-size strategy that starts isolating groups of the target size ktarget, away
from the centroid of the overall dataset, and is left with a last group, of larger size when the target size is not a divisor of n, near that
centroid. Hence, by specification, the anonymity attained by the algorithm was kmin=ktarget. The resulting distortion and running
time for each case are reported in Table 1. In all cases, the running time was practically instant compared to those of PCL, of the
order of milliseconds. Naturally, the sophistication of PCL is not without a price in computational complexity, particularly for the
experiments carried out in this subsection. We should keep in mind, however, that the processing times reported correspond to a
Matlab implementation of both MDAV and PCL, and that neither the code nor the numerical methods implemented were
particularly optimized for speed, but originally designed merely to assess the privacy–utility performance of PCL against MDAV.4

Aswe observed that the computational complexity of the cost adjustment, implemented by the numerical method based on the
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm, increased more than linearly with the number of cells, we carried out a prepartitioning strategy
to limit the total computation cost, the strategy introduced in Section 3.5. Specifically, some of the results are obtained from a
hierarchical application of PCL, first, on the entire dataset to create size-constrained prepartitions, and secondly, on each
prepartition individually in accordance with the k-anonymity constraint. Prepartitioning not only enabled us to reduce the total
computational complexity to a linear function of the complexity of each macrocell, but to implement the postpartitionings as
parallel processes on ourmulticore CPU. The cost of the prepartitioning itself was almost negligible in comparison, due to the small
number of macrocells, 2 or 3. We would like to stress that all performance comparisons in terms of distortion improvement of PCL
over MDAV are against the most challenging case, namely when MDAV is not prepartitioned, but directly applied to the entire
dataset for the best possible performance against PCL. In all cases we verified that, unsurprisingly, a prepartitioned version of
MDAV resulted in a distortion loss. Being MDAV so fast, this would not have been a fair comparison. It is reasonable to assume that
due to the prepartitioning process required by the computational complexity of PCL, if additional computation timewere available
so that larger prepartitions could be used, the performance of PCL would improve.

The experiments reported employed the noisy version of PCL, with probability constraints corresponding to the same
anonymity requirements ktarget=5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100 for MDAV, with a total of 5 initializations of the reconstruction values, one
based on the results of MDAV, and the remaining 4 randomly chosen from the initial samples. Even though, as we mentioned,

4 Matlab R2010b on a multicore Intel Xeon CPU at 2.67 GHz running Windows 7 64-bit.
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Fig. 17. Performance comparison of PCL vs. MDAV for k-anonymous microaggregation of n=250 two-dimensional points. These points were drawn according to a
Gaussian distribution of covariance identity, and both algorithms run for k=2,…, 10. For each k, 5 initializations of the reconstruction values of PCL were used, one
based on the results of MDAV, and the rest randomly chosen from the initial samples.
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a) MDAV , kmin = 4, pmin = 0.016,       0.0359. Edges represent cell
assignments.
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Additively weighted Voronoi cells are shown.

Fig. 18. MDAV and PCL microaggregations from the experiments represented in Fig. 17, corresponding to k=4. PCL outperforms MDAV by a 26% distortion
reduction, with the exact same k-anonymity requirement. The small dots depict n=250 samples aggregated into jQ j = 62 cells of at least k2=4 elements

p0 =
k
n

= 0:016
� �

. The large dots represent the reconstruction values x̂1;…; x̂62.

Table 1
MDAV. kmin=ktarget .

kmin D t[ms]

5 0.0909 120
10 0.142 61.2
25 0.214 25.7
50 0.290 13.4
75 0.350 9.44
100 0.397 7.58
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distortion comparisons are against unpartitioned MDAV, the initialization of PCL based on MDAV reconstructions did of course
require to additionally compute MDAV on each prepartition. We also mentioned that “Census” was chosen partly due to its
resistance against variable cell size strategies. In any case, whenever ktarget was not a divisor of n, the actual size constraints
imposed on PCL roughly shared remaining points equally, in order to have a small margin for cost adjustment, rather than
exploiting the strategy of MDAV of concentrating large cells near the centroid of the dataset. For that reason, the minimum size
attained by PCL kmin was occasionally slightly larger than the required target size ktarget, which means that the minimum privacy
attained by the algorithm was actually slightly better than the one intended.

In the experiments carried out previously, we saw that due to the differentiability assumption inherent in the cost adjustment
methods used, when PCL is applied to a finite set of data points the cell size constraints may be attained only within a small margin
of error. Occasionally, cells constraints are met by plus or minus a few points. In the experiments of this subsection, posterior
reassignment of these points, taking into account simple considerations of centroid proximity, enabled us to satisfy the constraints
perfectly, with numerically negligible impact on the distortion, in utterly negligible time. Of course, the distortions reported here
take into account this small correction and running times nevertheless include every single process, that is, correction, in addition
to prepartitioning, when required.

We used 3 prepartitions of size approximately nPP=360 for ktarget=5, and 2 prepartitions of approximate size nPP=540 for
ktarget=10, 25. The case ktarget=25 was repeated without prepartition, to quantify an example of the performance loss and the
gain in running time due to prepartitioning. For the rest of values of ktarget, no prepartition was utilized to reduce the running time.
The prepartitioning process was carried out with the PCL algorithm itself, and repeated for each initialization, using 1500 points
per cell and 150 iterations, in roughly 15 seconds on average for each reinitialization. In the postpartitioning process, PCL used
1000 points per cell. The number of iterations i ranged from 150 for the smallest ktarget, to 50 for the largest, and the total running
time, including prepartitioning when applied, ranged from approximately 16 min to 16 s, for the smallest and largest ktarget,
respectively. Running times were hardly dependent on the initialization. The experimental results with PCL are summarized in

Table 2
Performance of PCL for k-anonymous microaggregation of “Census”, with 1080 records and 13 attributes. The algorithm was run for target anonymities ktarget=5,
10, 25, 50, 75, 100, attaining a minimum anonymity greater than or equal to that required, i.e., kmin≥ktarget. For each ktarget, 5 initializations of the reconstruction
values of PCL were used, one based on the results of MDAV, and the rest randomly chosen from the initial samples. PCL results corresponding to the initialization
leading to the minimum final distortion, which turned out to be random rather than based on MDAV, in all cases. In the most time-consuming cases, PCL was
applied hierarchically, first to obtain prepartitions of size nPP, and once again on each individual prepartition, with i iterations. Times include prepartition and
correction, when applicable.

kmin ktarget D DPCL−DMDAV

DMDAV
t[m :s] i nPP

5 5 0.0796 −12.4% 16:15 150 360
10 10 0.122 −13.7% 08:53 130 540
25 25 0.192 −10.1% 01:38 110 540
25 25 0.182 −14.9% 05:36 110 –

51 50 0.247 −14.8% 01:22 90 –

76 75 0.290 −17.3% 00:37 70 –

107 100 0.331 −16.8% 00:16 50 –
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Fig. 19. Performance comparison of PCL vs. MDAV for k-anonymous microaggregation of “Census”. The two clusters of points for ktarget=25 correspond to the
cases with prepartitioning (worse distortion) and without (better distortion).
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Table 2, for the best out of 5 initializations, which turned out to be random rather than based on MDAV. Only the experiments for
kt arg et=25 without prepartition required use of the correction postprocess previously described, which operated on a single
defective cell out of 43, with hardly any impact on the distortion (b0.04%) or the running time (b0.04%).

ThedistortionsofMDAVandPCL are plotted in Fig. 19, and the running times of PCL, in Fig. 20. Thedistortion improvements ranged
approximately between9%and17%overMDAV, lesspronounced than for themicroaggregationexperiments onuniformandGaussian
statistics in Section 5.2. This is likely to be linked to two facts. First, “Census” has a particularly skewed geometry, and lower gains on
them seem a natural extrapolation of the empirical observation in the previous subsection that PCL performed better for uniform
statistics than Gaussian statistics. Secondly, the prepartitioning process to limit the total computation cost of PCLmight also impose a
limit on the performance gain with respect to the unpartitioned MDAV. The end result remains that PCL outperforms MDAV for the
exact same (or occasionally an even stricter) anonymity constraint, by a noticeable margin in distortion reduction, albeit with a
noticeable price in running time, and that the distortion improvement depends on the distribution of data points.

Just as we observed in our previous microaggregation experiments, the results seem to be more sensitive to the initialization
than those for clustering. A practical implication of this is that, if we were to reinitialize PCL several times and pick the most
favorable outcome, the overall process would gracefully trade-off performance at the cost of complexity, evidently with a
saturation effect.

In any case, in all of these experiments and those for uniform and Gaussian statistics in previous subsections, which encompass
the cases of bothmicroaggregation and clustering, leave PCL as an excellent candidate for lowest distortion, highest data utility, for
the same anonymity requirement, against the state-of-the-art MDAV.

ktarget

t [
s]

PCL (MDAV Init)
PCL (Rand Init)

Fig. 20. Running time of PCL on “Census”, including prepartitioning and correction when applicable. The two clusters of points for ktarget=25 correspond to the
cases with prepartitioning (faster) and without (slower). Exact times and prepartition sizes were reported in Table 2.
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Fig. 21. Simple example of k-anonymous microaggregation of two-dimensional points. The small black dots represent n=10 samples to be aggregated in jQ j = 2

cells of k=5 samples each, thus p0 =
k
n

= 1=2. The reconstruction values x̂1 and x̂2, shown as large colored dots, are set arbitrarily.
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Even though our proof-of-concept implementation was not meant to investigate computational issues, as PCL was initially
designed for offline aggregation, it is reasonable to infer from our empirical observations that the cost adjustment with the
Levenberg–Marquardt algorithmwas the computationally most expensive part of our quantizer design algorithm. Fortunately, the
sparsity of the Jacobian involved in the linearization step makes the problem scale with the number of neighboring cells rather
than the total number of quantizer cells. In addition, the iterative nature of PCL seems suited for small data updates without the
need for a complete recomputation.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we develop a multidisciplinary solution, with state-of-the-art performance in terms of data utility and privacy,
which addresses the important problems of k-anonymous microaggregation and clustering, each illustrated with an application,
respectively, SDC and privacy for LBSs, but potentially extensible to numerous other scenarios.

Moreprecisely, ourmain contribution consists in twovariationsof a k-anonymousaggregation algorithm,whichwecall PCL, oneof
which is particularly suited to the important problemof k-anonymousmicroaggregation of databases. The other variation also exhibits
excellent performance in the problem of clustering or macroaggregation, applicable to privacy in LBSs. This newly developed
algorithm is a substantial, cost-weighted modification of the Lloyd algorithm, a celebrated quantization design algorithm, endowed
with a numerical method to solve nonlinear systems of equations based on the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm.
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Fig. 22. In the example corresponding to Fig. 21,we set c1=0 and depictp0−pmin as a function of c2, leaving x̂1 and x̂2 fixed.Minimization of the objective function, that

is, finding the value of c2 reducing the objective p0−pmin to zero, is equivalent to satisfying the k-anonymity constraint p1 = p2 = p0 = 1=2 for the x̂1 and x̂2 given.
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Fig. 23. The small black dots represent n=15 samples to be aggregated in jQ j = 3 cells of k=5 samples each, thus p0 =
k
n

= 1=3. The reconstruction values x̂1, x̂2
and x̂3, shown as large colored dots, are set arbitrarily.
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Fig. 24. In the example introduced with Fig. 23, we set c1=0 and depict p0−pmin as a function of c2 and c3, leaving the reconstruction values fixed. Minimization of
the objective function, that is, finding the values of c2 and c3 reducing the objective p0−pmin to zero, is equivalent to satisfying the k-anonymity constraint
p1 = p2 = p3 = p0 = 1=3 for the reconstruction values given.
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Fig. 25. Simple example with n=2 samples, represented as small dots, and k=1, thus p0 =
k
n

= 1=2. The reconstruction values x̂1 and x̂2, shown as large dots, are

set arbitrarily, and left fixed. As the algorithm is iterated, the variance of the noise around the two samples is reduced.
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We illustrate the somewhat less known application of macroaggregation with a simple architecture for k-anonymous retrieval
of location-based information. Essentially, we consider location-aware devices, commonly operative near a fixed reference
location. We then regard accurate, fixed location data as a quasi-identifier, and rescue and merge the principles behind
pseudonymization, location anonymization and the privacy criterion used in microdata k-anonymization. Precisely, accurate
location information is collected by a trusted third party to create distortion-optimized, size-constrained clusters, where k nearby
devices share a common centroid location.

We report experimental results regarding k-anonymous clustering and microaggregation, that is, large and small k, for
Gaussian and uniform statistics, with MSE as distortion measure. The resulting quantization cells are observed to be convex
polytopes, and just as in the conventional Lloyd algorithm, the sequence of distortions is nonincreasing and the clustering
configurations seem to rapidly converge to a low-distortion solution. While maintaining exactly the same k-anonymity
constraints, our algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art microaggregation algorithm MDAV by a significant reduction in
distortion. The approximate distortion reduction was typically 20% and 15% for clustering of uniform and Gaussian data,
respectively, and 27% and 15% for microaggregation of uniform and Gaussian data, respectively. The largest reductions observed
were approximately 35%, 20%, 30% and 25% for the same data, also respectively. We then challenge PCL with a real, standardized
dataset over which MDAV exhibited unparalleled performance, until now, called “Census”. PCL is still able to produce a noticeable
distortion improvement of approximately up to 17% over MDAV, for the same exact k anonymity constraint. In short, PCL yielded a
better privacy–utility trade-off than MDAV for a variety of data distributions, and that improvement depended on the data.

Despite the experimental evidence that PCL outperforms MDAV in all cases considered, in terms of data utility for the same
exact k-anonymity requirement, it is fair to stress, however, that PCL is noticeably more complex than MDAV, both in terms of
sophistication and running time. In particular, the running time of PCL is clearly nonlinear with the number of cells. Fortunately,
the two scenarios of application that we contemplate in this paper will typically come with fairly lenient time constraints. Still, in
order to gracefully trade-off distortion for running time, we propose a hierarchical application of PCL, where the final
postpartitioning will require a time linear with the number of macrocells resulting from the prepartitioning, while the number of
partitioning levels is chosen to avoid severe time requirements for prepartitioning. The nature of PCL is such that it enables users to
buy privacy–utility performance at the price of computation. Not only because of the prepartitioning strategy, but also because it
may be initialized a number of times, in different ways, and the best outcome picked.

A quantizer designed with our algorithm admits a compact representation, simply as a list of reconstruction values and costs,
one per cell, rather than an arbitrary clustering of a large cloud of points. This is particularly useful when a model of the data is
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Fig. 26. In the example of Fig. 25,we set c1=0anddepict theobjective functionp0−pmin tominimize as a function of c2. As the varianceof thenoise is reduced,p0−pmin

is sharpened.
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given bymeans of a PDF, for which a probability-constrained quantizer is to be designed only once, but later on applied repeatedly
to dynamic sets of samples distributed according to the original model.

To sum up, or experiments on various statistics, for the cases of both microaggregation and clustering, demonstrate that PCL is
an excellent candidate for lowest distortion k-anonymous aggregation, for the same anonymity requirement, against the state-of-
the-art MDAV. The sophistication of PCL, particularly the use of its derivative-based cost adjustment mechanism, does come at the
price of an increased computation time, which may preclude its use in the event that microaggregation over thousands of data
samples must absolutely be carried out in seconds and hardware resources are notoriously scarce. Because all evidence points to
PCL yielding better data utility thanMDAV for the same privacy requirements, undermilder computational constraints or in offline
applications, our proposed algorithm should become the preferred choice for microaggregation and clustering. Under stricter
computational constraints, PCL may still prove helpful in quantifying the loss in privacy–utility performance compromised by the
use of faster algorithms such as MDAV, and aid in assessing whether that loss is acceptable.

The k-anonymous location clustering mechanism proposed in our work may be regarded more generally as a problem of
minimum-distortion, probability-constrained quantization, which also addresses applications of similarity-based, workload-
constrained resource allocation. Even though this paper focuses on MSE, our solution is suitable for an entirely generic distortion
measure, possibly over categorical alphabets, for example semantic distances.
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Appendix A. Rationale behind the noisy PCL algorithm

This section is devoted to overview the rationale behind the noisy variation of the PCL algorithm proposed in Section 3.4,
empirically proven to be effective for small k in Section 5. We emphasized that the key problem of the noiseless version of
PCL was the use of derivative-based numerical methods for the computation of the costs c(q) to constrain the probabilities
pQ(q).

For brevity, throughout this section we rewrite c(q) as cq, pQ(q) as pq, and x̂ qð Þ as x̂q. In the following, assume that we are
given specific data samples x1,…, xn and reconstruction values x̂q, and that we are left with the problem of adjusting the costs c(q)
in order to satisfy certain equality constraints on pq. Because adding a common constant to all costs does not change the
cells determined by the modified nearest-neighbor condition (4) of Section 3.2, we may assume without loss of generality that
c1=0.

Considerfirst theexampledepicted in Fig. 21, inwhichn=10 samples are tobeaggregated in jQ j = 2cells of k=15samples each,

thus a common probability constraint p0 =
k
n

= 1=2 is enforced. Define pmin=minq{pq}. Fig. 22 plots the objective function p0−pmin

as a function of c2. Observe thatminimization of this objective, that is,finding the value of c2 reducing the objective p0−pmin to zero, is
equivalent to satisfying the k-anonymity constraint p1 = p2 = p0 = 1=2 for the x̂1 and x̂2 given. As Fig. 22 illustrates, the problem lies
in the fact that the objective is piecewise constant, and that the range of solutions may be at the bottom of a fairly narrow well.
Consequently, estimates of local derivatives may not provide an efficient strategy to find a solution for c2.

An analogous example is represented in Figs. 23 and 24, this time for n=15 samples to be aggregated in jQ j = 3 cells of k=5

samples each, with p0 =
k
n

= 1=3.

Observe that the space of solutions for c2 and c3 is fairly narrow, at the bottom of a piecewise constant surface, which numerical
methods only based on local derivatives could not possibly find easily.

Let us look now into the effect of introducing noisy samples into the cost adjustment problem. We follow the noisy PCL
algorithm described in Section 3.4, but leave the reconstruction values fixed. We shall observe that the objective function to
minimize gradually transforms, starting as a smooth function, and then sharpening into the usual piecewise constant objective, as
the variance of the noise is reduced. This effect is shown in Figs. 25 and 26 for a fairly trivial albeit insightful example with n=2

samples and k=1, thus p0 =
k
n

= 1=2, and once more in Figs. 27 and 28, for n=15 samples and k=5, thus p0 =
k
n

= 1=3.
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Fig. 28. In the example of Fig. 23, we set c1=0 and depict the objective function p0−pmin to minimize as a function of c2 and c3. As the variance of the noise is
reduced, p0−pmin is sharpened.
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Even though we proposed in Section 3.4 to accompany the variance reduction process with the updating of the
reconstruction values, we could have just as well repeated the variance cooling as an inner iteration for each update of the
reconstruction values, with similar results.
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